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Cee Dub's first Dutch oven and outdoor cooking cookbook contains well over a hundred recipes,

both from his personal collection as well as those of friends and relatives. The cookbook focuses on

recipes that are easy to prepare and have simple ingredients, making them suitable for beginners

and more advanced camp cooks alike. The cookbook also contains photos and Words of Wisdom. It

features short stories of Cee Dub's adventures in the back country told in his humorous and

entertaining style. One will go away from full.
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"...he's one colorful character with a trunkful of downright funny stories to tell..." --RADIO-TV

INTERVIEW REPORT-1/98"And what kinds of recipes will you find in Welch's book? 'Tasty,

pleasing and simple recipes.'" --IDAHO STATE JOURNAL-12/19/96"If C. W. "Butch" Welch has one

catch phrase, it is this: 'You can call me anything, but don't call me late for lunch.'" --IDAHO PRESS

TRIBUNE-1/23/97

C. W. "Butch" Welch, an Idahoan, was a game warden in Idaho for 21 years at various duty stations

around Idaho. He has won awards for work in wildlife conservation and law enforcement. Over the

years he became an accomplished Dutch oven cook for his own needs, as well as catering and

cooking for Idaho's finest and nationally known folks. He is also well-known for his story telling

abilities. Cee Dub has appeared on several TV Series, makes personal appearances, and teaches



outdoor cooking. All are entertained and well-fed at camp.

While not being much of a cook myself, I have found this book to be truly enlightening. (It helps to

have a good cookbook for those of us who aren't blessed with the gifts of Cee Dub) It is not only

filled with all kinds of great recipies, but they are organized in a way that makes it easy to find

something interesting to make... whether cooking in the back yard or out camping with the whole

family. I know that this book will be one that gets USED! Plus, it is full of great stories from an

incredible person. I have to admit that this is the first cook book that I have been able to sit down

and read for enjoyment as well as MUST HAVE Dutch Oven tips and recipies. A must have for the

outdoorsman!

I'm new to dutch oven cooking, so technique was my quest. This is my first dutch oven cookbook.

The book offers decent ideas on heating the dutch, but I will have to monitor temperature closely

because I'm cooking over a wood fire and charcoal will probably never be used. That means I will

have to estimate the amount of heat above and below, so a laser thermometer was also purchased.

The stories are fun and occupy much of the book. The recipes are somewhat of a mystery though

because CeeDub doesn't share many of his flavorings. Many recipes say "salt, pepper to taste, and

SPICES". Which spices? That can make a dish bland if you don't have a good idea how to flavor it.

That's generally the purpose of a cookbook. If you are a novice cook this cookbook might leave you

slightly uninspired, but the how-to information is well done.

I love this fellow, he evaluates campfire cooking into something wonderful, great recipes, easy how

to guides, this would be the one to start with and add his other books for future

As have many others, I enjoyed the book just for the read and adventures. And, oh year, great

recipes. I am a long ways from being a professional cook but one of Cee Dubs attributes I like? No

absolute measurements. I own measuring spoons and cups, I use them primarily as guides. I have

tried several recipes from the book (with my own flavor modifications) and they are great as well as

practical. One thing I have added to my mess chest is a specifically dedicated "Cook's Oil" bottle. It

gets a chuckle every time.

as advertised



Was glad to get another book by C.w.Welch..a great read and recipes to try..Thanks.Susan

Thank you!! I bought this for my mother. She loves how it works and plans to buy more!!

Love the fun and easy way CW walks you through the recipes. I have all but one of his books , will

be ordering it soon.
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